whether the use of an Army band at a public gathering is prohibited by this section is delegated to major commanders.

(b) Suitability. Commanders authorizing participation by Army bands (except the U.S. Army Band and the U.S. Army Field Band) in their official capacities and in the performance of official duties will be guided by the following conditions of suitability:

(1) When participation is an appropriate part of official occasions attended by the senior officers of the Government or the Department of Defense in their official capacities and in the performance of official duties.

(2) For parades and ceremonies which are incident to gatherings of personnel of the Armed Forces, veterans, and patriotic organizations.

(3) At public rallies and parades intended to stimulate national interest in the Armed Forces and/or to further the community relation program.

(4) For fund drives for officially recognized Armed Forces relief agencies or charitable organizations such as the Red Cross when the proceeds are donated to such agencies.

(5) For athletic contests in which one or more Armed Forces teams are participating.

(6) In connection with recruiting activities for the Armed Forces.

(7) At official occasions and free social and entertainment activities held on or off Armed Forces installations, provided that such free social entertainment activities are conducted exclusively for the benefit of personnel of the Armed Forces and their guests.

[25 FR 10700, Nov. 9, 1960]
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§ 513.1 General.

(a) Purpose. This regulation prescribes Department of the Army (DA) policy, responsibilities, and procedures in handling debt claims against soldiers.

(b) References. Required and related publications and prescribed and referenced forms are listed in appendix A.

(c) Explanation of abbreviations and terms. Abbreviations and special terms used in this regulation are explained in the glossary.

(d) Responsibilities. (1) The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel will set policy on processing debt claims against soldiers.

(2) The Commanding General, U.S. Army Community and Family Support Center (CG, USACFSC) will—